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1.What is validated by running the Proactive VM Creation test in vCenter on a VxRail cluster? 
A. vSAN operates successfully 
B. Network firewalls are configured correctly 
C. vSAN has sufficient storage capacity 
D. Network performance is sufficient 
Answer: A 
 
2.A planned VxRail Stretched Cluster will have four All-Flash nodes at each site 
What is the recommended storage policy to ensure cross-site and local protection, using storage as 
efficiently as possible? 
A. Site disaster tolerance - None - keep data on Preferred (stretched cluster) Failures to tolerate - 1 failure 
- RAID-5 (Erasure Coding) 
B. Site disaster tolerance - Dual site mirroring (stretched cluster) Failures to tolerate - 1 failure - RAID-5 
(Erasure Coding) 
C. Site disaster tolerance - Dual site mirroring (stretched cluster) Failures to tolerate - 1 failure - RAID-1 
(Mirroring) 
D. Site disaster tolerance - Dual site mirroring (stretched cluster) Failures to tolerate - no data redundancy 
Answer: B 
 
3.Which command can be used from the VxRail Manager VM to restart the loudmouth daemon? 
A. systemctl restart loudmouth 
B. /usr/lib/vmware/loudmouth/bin/loudmouthd restart 
C. /etc/init.d/loudmouth restart 
D. systemctl restart vmware-loudmouth 
Answer: D 
 
4.An implementation engineer is configuring External SRS. 
Where can they find the installation files for SRS VE? 
A. VxRail Support Matrix 
B. VxRail Manager 
C. SolVe Online 
D. Dell Support Page 
Answer: D 
 
5.What is the maximum number of supported nodes for a VxRail cluster running on a 1 GbE network? 
A. 4 
B. 5 
C. 16 
D. 32 
Answer: B 
 
 


